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well-suited to providing a high -resolution in azimuth and a
reduced resolution in elevation , and offers improved perfor

mance over existing 3D sound reproduction systems. The
methods , systems, and apparatuses provide a larger vertical

aperture than horizontal aperture, as opposed to a spherical

array, which has the same aperture for all dimensions, and
further provides an alternative format to mixed - order spheri
cal decomposition .
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CYLINDRICAL MICROPHONE ARRAY FOR
EFFICIENT RECORDING OF 3D SOUND
FIELDS

BACKGROUND
[0001] At a high level, sound can be described using
different coordinate systems. For example , a Cartesian coor
dinate system (e .g., x , y, and z coordinates ), or a spherical
coordinate system (e. g., two angles, one angle with a vertical

axis, and a rotational x - angle and a radius ) may be used .

There is also a cylindrical coordinate system , which can be

thought of as something of a combination of Cartesian and

spherical coordinate systems.

0002 ] Conventional approaches to surround sound are
typically based on spherical coordinates, and utilize a

spherical microphone to record the sound. However, most
users who listen to surround sound do not use a spherical
loudspeaker system to reproduce the sound , and even if they
did , such a system would require a large number of loud
speakers in order to work well without spatial aliasing . In

addition , the spherical microphone that would be used

would require a vast number of spherical harmonics to
describe the sound field in both the elevational plane as well

as the horizontal plane with sufficient resolution for the

loudspeaker array ( it should be noted that with a small
speaker array, only a correspondingly small number of
spherical harmonics signals can be used with it ).
[0003] Stereophonic audio reproduction allows for sound
to be created from any angle between two loudspeakers .

However, stereophonic reproduction cannot produce sound
arrivals from outside the angle subtended by the two loud
speakers .

[ 0004 ] Surround sound systems aim to provide users with
a more immersive experience of sound by enabling the
creation of sound waves arriving from all directions around
a listener. Two -dimensional (2D ) systems can generate
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position between the two loudspeakers . A general approach

to achieving this is vector-based amplitude panning. Other
modifications to the audio signals may also bemade , such as
filtering, which is understood by those skilled in the art to

improve the quality of the reproduced signal. The net result
of this mixing operation is a set of L loudspeaker signals that
are played by the loudspeakers, positioned in the required
geometry, to produce the desired sound field .

[0008 ] In some instances, the audio tracks that are panned
phones. For example , a microphone may be placed in close
are obtained from live recordings using multiple micro

proximity to each instrument being played so as to capture

the audio signals produced by that individual instrument.
[0009] In other scenarios, surround sound systems may be

used to reproduce a live recording that has been recorded

using a single microphone system that attempts to reproduce

the spatial sound field around a single listener. In this case ,
the recording microphone must capture the spatial attributes

of the sound field with sufficient detail to allow the surround

sound reproduction system to recreate the sound field . A

technique that is often used for the recreation of a sound field
in this manner is Higher Order Ambisonics (HOA ) . HOA
decomposes the sound field recorded using a microphone

system into a set of signals that are obtained from the
description of the sound field in (typically ) spherical coor
dinates, and which allow reproduction of the sound field

using an arbitrary geometry and number of loudspeakers . An
sound pressure and normal componentof the velocity on the
surface of a volume of space allow the reproduction of the
sound field within that volume of space .
[0010 ] An alternative approach to the physical-based

equivalent method is Wave Field Synthesis, in which the

methods described above is perception - based methods, in

which only those spatial cues that are perceptually relevant
are recorded . Such methods include, for example , Dirac ,
Binaural Cue Coding , and methods employed in MPEG
surround encoding.

sound waves in a horizontal plane arriving from angles over
360 degrees , and three -dimensional (3D ) arrays can addi
tionally generate sound waves arriving from elevations
above the listener (and from below the listener in special
purpose reproduction rooms such as anechoic chambers ).

nent of the spatial sound field . These components are often

a common format is to have L = 5 loudspeakers in a circular
array around the listener. The loudspeakers are positioned
with a center loudspeaker in front of the listener, a left and

signals were obtained from a compact coincident array of

[0005 ] Surround sound reproduction systems typically
consist of L loudspeakers in a 2D or 3D array. For example ,

right loudspeaker at + / - 30 degrees on either side, and a pair
of rear surround loudspeakers at + / - 110 degrees .
[ 0006 ] Often , the sound signals for the loudspeakers are
directly generated in a recording studio , where a large
number of audio " tracks ” obtained , for example , from
electronic sound devices or from recorded instruments — are
available. Using existing principles of surround sound repro
duction, it is possible to position sound at any angle ,
including angles between the loudspeakers , in a manner
similar to the stereophonic case . This positioning (often
referred to as “ panning” ) is done for a surround system with
L loudspeakers , with a known geometry, and for a given
audio signal track , by amplitude weighting the audio track
with L different amplitude weightings and feeding the result

ing L weighted audio signals to all L loudspeakers .
[0007] In some cases, “ pairwise panning ” may be imple

mented , where an audio signal is sent to only two loud
speakers in a similar manner to stereo , to create a source

[0011 ] The microphone for recording the sound field may

have multiple outputs , each of which represents a compo
termed cylindrical or spherical modes of the sound field .
One of the earliest existing surround sound microphones
produced four audio outputs , representing the sound pres
sure and the three components of the sound velocity . These
four pressure capsules in a tetrahedral configuration . More

recently, higher -order surround sound microphone systems

have been constructed using circular or spherical arrays of
pressure microphones , typically mounted on a solid or open

spherical or cylindrical baffle .

[0012] Circular arrays of transducers have been used to

determine direction of arrival. Open circular arrays of direc
tional microphones, where there is no cylindrical baffle ,
have been specifically applied to sound field recording.

Open arrays of directional microphones have also proven to
be useful for sound field decomposition , mainly because

they eliminate or reduce zeros in the response that occurs
with open arrays of pressure microphones . Other approaches

have proposed the use of multiple circular arrays spaced
along the z - axis , open arrays where each element is itself a
higher -order microphone capable of producing multiple

directional outputs, and circular arrays mounted on spherical
baffles .
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[0013 ] Most existing microphone arrays use conventional

microphone elements that are based on capacitive or induc
tive transduction principles. More recently , micro - electro

mechanical systems (MEMS) have been developed , which

implement small transducers in silicon . These devices are
mobile phones. Arrays of MEMsmicrophones have been

n

plr,0, )= ?rBy )u(kr)Y,"0,4)
n = 0 m = -n

typically low - cost and small in size and are typically used in

which is the same as equation ( 1 ), where

applied to the design of arrays for localization of sound . In

(7)
4, "(k)=i”B ,” (k )
Thus, the plane wave coefficients as typically used in
Ambisonics can be simply converted to the general coeffi
cients in equation (1), and vice versa .

some cases , these devices have on - board analogue to digital

convertors and produce a single bit (sigma delta or pulse
density modulation ) output. In some cases the output is a
serial representation of a pulse code modulation (PCM )
representation of the analogue signal. Such devices are
well-suited to the construction of large arrays where the

outputs can be directly interfaced to digital processors

[0017] In Ambisonics , the sound field in equation (6 ) is

described in termsofreal sphericalharmonics obtained from

the real and imaginary parts of equation (2 ). Following the

terminology in the 2D case, the complex spherical harmon

digital convertors.

ics may be termed " phase modes ” and the real spherical
harmonics may be termed " amplitude modes.” It should be

[0014 ] SphericalHarmonics Decomposition of 3D Sound

understood by those skilled in the art that the plane wave

without the need for a large number of external analog - to
Fields

[0015 ] The standard format for HOA is based on the use
of spherical harmonics . The sound pressure in spherical
coordinates at positive harmonic radian frequency w can be
expressed as

expansion (as shown in equation (6 ) ) is equivalent to equa
tion ( 1 ). Further, it should also be understood by those
skilled in the art that other expansions in terms of real

spherical harmonics may also be equivalent, and that the
various conclusions presented in detail herein may apply

equally to these other descriptions.

pír, 0, 0 , 0 ) =

W

[0018] The coefficients in equation ( 1 ) can be determined
using, for example , a solid spherical baffle or a continuous

in (kr) An (K ) Ym (0 , 0 )

distribution of directional (e . g ., outward facing ) micro
phones (typically cardioid ). The complex sound pressure on

n = 0 m = -n

the surface ofan open or rigid sphere , with the incident field

from equation (1 ), has the generic form

where

Ps(R,0,4,k)= § § 6,(ka)? ( y (0,4)

m ]) ! mly
yn (0 , 0 ) = V (2n47+ 1 ) ((nn -+ [Imbi
[m ]) ! 'Pn "(cos )eimo

n = 0 m = en

where, for example ,

is the (n , m )th normalized complex spherical harmonic .
[0016 ] An alternative description to equation (1 ) is based

on the plane wave expansion of sound fields. A general

solution to the wave equation is given by the Herglotz

distribution

271

1

pír , 0 , 0 , k ) = 47=

Jo Jo

¥ (0;, Ø;leikt sind;de;do ;

(3 )

The expansion of the plane wave term is

eikt= 47 L ? Jukr)},(0,MYF6:.0,5)“

- i ti rigid sphere
bníka ) = { (ka )? h,(ka )
1 in (ka ) – ijn ( ka ), open cardioid sphere

(9)

where h .) is the spherical Hankel function of the second
kind ( it should be noted that other arrays will produce other
bn functions ). The sound field coefficients are preferably
obtained by multiplying ps(a ,0 , 0 ,k ) by a desired spherical

harmonic function and integrating over the sphere

(4 )

n = 0 m = en

Furthermore, the plane wave amplitude function can be
expanded in terms of spherical harmonics as

N
21
Ays(K) = 47b.sikasIIJO ps(a, 0, 0,k)y;"(0,0)*sinododø (10)

[0019 ] The summation in equation ( 1) can be limited to a

maximum order Næ [kr ] for a given maximum radius r and

maximum wave number k , where . denotes rounding up to

404,0;)= { 3 B,"(k)y"(0:1,6:)
n = 0 m = -n

Substituting the expressions shown in equations (4 ) and (5 )
into equation (3 ) yields the plane wave expansion

the nearest integer. In this case , there are a total of (N + 1) 2
terms in the expansion of the sound field . Each term corre
sponds to an audio signal a , " (t) that represents the fre
quency -dependent expansion term A , " (k ) in the time
domain . Hence, there are a total of (N + 1 )2 audio signals
required to represent the Nth - order approximation of the
sound field .
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[0020 ] Discrete Spherical Arrays
[0021] In practice , spherical arrays are implemented using
a discrete array of M microphone elements . The design of
spherical arrays involves the selection of a sphere of suffi
cient size to record the sound field , the selection of a number
of microphone elements , M , and a sampling scheme to
position these microphones on the surface of the sphere such

that the spherical harmonics can be generated by a discrete

approximation with sufficient accuracy . Typically, the num
placed regularly over the whole surface of the sphere to

ber ofmicrophones must be greater than ( N + 1 ) 2 and must be

minimize the error in estimating the spherical harmonic
coefficients up to order N .

channels . For example, 10th order sound fields use 21
sectorial signals to represent the horizontal plane and a

further 100 channels to include elevational information .
When the sound reproduction system is a 2D array , this
means that 83 % of the audio signals are unnecessary .

[0028 ] Spherical harmonics can also be used to record and

reproduce sound fields with greater resolution in the hori

zontal plane and limited resolution in elevation . These
" mixed -order Ambisonics” approaches record a high order
of sectorial harmonics but a restricted subset of the non
sectorial harmonics .

[0029 ] Mixed -order Ambisonics typically use rigid spheri

cal microphone arrays and the determination of a transducer

[0022] A consequence of the discrete array is that the

layout that allows a given set of mixed -order spherical

determined for frequencies where the microphones are

harmonics to be determined with minimal error.
00301 One existing approach uses a cylindrical micro
phone with the cylinder axis oriented along the horizontal

sound pressure on the sphere cannot be unambiguously

greater than half a wavelength apart. There is thus a maxi

mum frequency where the array can operate correctly,
known as the spatial aliasing frequency or — following the

equivalent sampling theorem for 1D signals — the spatial

Nyquist frequency . The aliasing frequency can be approxi
mately determined for a sphere as follows. If the sphere has

radius a then the surface area is 4ta². The approximate
spacing between microphones for a uniform geometry is
then 2av? /M and the spatial Nyquist frequency is

EN993 * 7a.VaM

(11)

x -axis . The cylinder has multiple circular arrays that allow

a cylindrical decomposition of the sound field where the
resolution in elevation is governed by the number of micro

phones in each ring and the resolution in azimuth is gov
erned by the number of rings and the spacing between them .
Since the number of rings can be set independently from the

number ofmicrophones per ring, the azimuth and elevation

resolutions may be independently controlled .

SUMMARY
[0031] This Summary introduces a selection of concepts in
a simplified form in order to provide a basic understanding

of some aspects of the present disclosure . This Summary is

[0023] For example , an array of M = 32 microphones on a

not an extensive overview of the disclosure, and is not

frequency of 2 .7 kHz. A spatial Nyquist frequency of 8 kHz

or to delineate the scope of the disclosure. This Summary

sphere of radius 0 . 1 meters (m ) produces a spatial Nyquist

intended to identify key or critical elements of the disclosure

requires M = 275 microphones . Hence , large numbers of
microphones are required to produce high spatial Nyquist
frequencies. This means that the construction of spherical
arrays with sufficient size for recording 3D fields over audio
frequency ranges is challenging.
[0024 ] Spherical Harmonics Decomposition of 2D Sound
Fields
[0025 ] Most surround sound reproduction systems are 2D
and produce a desired sound field in the horizontal plane .
This is simpler andmore practical than the installation of 3D

merely presents some of the concepts of the disclosure as a

In some instances, reproduction arrays are used which
provide capability for producing elevational cues. The
recording and reproduction of 2D sound fields, or sound
fields with greater accuracy in the horizontal plane , can
therefore produce more efficient and perceptually relevant

direction of the cylindrical baffle, where each of the line

arrays. Furthermore , it has been shown that human spatial
acuity is greatest for sound sources in the horizontal plane .

results .

[0026 ] Spherical harmonics can be used to record and

reproduce 2D sound fields. It has been shown that the

sectorial spherical harmonics, for which n = ml and which
sufficient to allow reproduction of the sound pressure in the
horizontal plane. The fraction of the total audio signals used
for 2D sound recording and reproduction (e.g ., using the
2 .5D approach ) is (2N + 1 )/(N + 1)?, which is illustrated in the
graphical representation 100 of FIG . 1.
[0027] It is clear from representation 100 that as the order
of the recorded sound field increases, the sectorial compo

have significant magnitudes only in the horizontal plane , are

nents become a small fraction ( percentage ) of the total audio

prelude to the Detailed Description provided below .

[0032] The present disclosure generally relates to audio

signal processing . More specifically , aspects of the present

disclosure relate to spatial audio recording using a cylindri
cal microphone array .
[0033 ] One embodiment of the present disclosure relates

to an apparatus for recording a three-dimensional sound

field , the apparatus comprising : a cylindrical baffle ; and a

plurality of line arrays distributed around a circumference of
the cylindrical baffle , each line array including microphone
elements spaced apart from one another in a longitudinal
arrays produces a set of vertical beamformer responses , the

set of responses having a maximum response at a specified
direction of arrival and specified elevation .

[0034 ] In another embodiment, the cylindricalbaffle of the
apparatus has at least one rounded end to control diffraction

effects.
[0035 ] In another embodiment, the apparatus for recording
a three -dimensional sound field includes one or more ver

ticalbeamformers to reduce diffraction effects at one or both

ends of the cylindrical baffle .

0036 ] In yet another embodiment, the plurality of line
arrays of the apparatus are positioned at regularly -spaced

angles around the circumference of the cylindrical baffle .

[0037] In still another embodiment, the microphone ele

ments of each line array of the apparatus are equally spaced

apart from one another in the longitudinal direction of the
cylindrical baffle .
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[0038 ] In yet another embodiment, the microphone ele

ments of each line array of the apparatus are nonlinearly

spaced apart from one another in the longitudinal direction
of the cylindrical baffle such that a distance between adja

cent microphone elements increases towards one or both
ends of the array.
[0039 ] Another embodiment of the present disclosure
relates to a method for recording a three -dimensional sound
field , the method comprising : receiving , at a plurality of
vertical beamformers of a cylinder - shaped audio recording
device, plane waves arriving at a specified elevation angle;
and generating , based on a decomposition in azimuth of the
plane waves arriving at the specified elevation angle, cylin
drical coefficients for the elevation angle .
[0040] In another embodiment, the method for recording a
three -dimensional sound field further comprises generating
azimuthal mode decompositions; and applying a mode
equalizer to each of the azimuthal mode decompositions.
0041] In another embodiment, generating the azimuthal
mode decompositions in the method for recording a three
dimensional sound field includes assigning weights to a set
of vertically beamformed outputs associated with the speci
fied elevation ; and combining the weighted outputs to pro
duce the azimuthalmode decompositions.
[0042] Yet another embodiment of the present disclosure
relates to a system for recording a three - dimensional sound
field , the system comprising system memory , at least one

processor coupled to the system memory, and a non -transi
tory computer -readable medium associated with the at least
one processor, the non - transitory medium having instruc
tions stored thereon that, when executed by the at least one
processor, causes the at least one processor to : select plane
waves arriving at a specified elevation angle at a plurality of

Oct. 12 , 2017
[0046 ] It should be noted that embodiments of some or all
of the processor and memory systems disclosed herein may

also be configured to perform some or all of the method
embodiments disclosed above . In addition , embodiments of
some or all of the methods disclosed above may also be

represented as instructions and /or information embodied on

transitory or non - transitory processor-readable storage
media such as optical or magnetic memory or represented as

a propagated signal provided to a processor or data process
ing device via a communication network such as , for

example , an Internet or telephone connection .

[0047 ] Further scope of applicability of the methods,

systems, and apparatuses of the present disclosure will

become apparent from the Detailed Description given

below . However, it should be understood that the Detailed
Description and specific examples, while indicating embodi

ments of the methods, systems, and apparatuses, are given

by way of illustration only, since various changes and

modifications within the spirit and scope of the concepts
disclosed herein will become apparent to those skilled in the

art from this Detailed Description.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0048 ] These and other objects, features, and characteris

tics of the present disclosure will become more apparent to
those skilled in the art from a study of the following Detailed

Description in conjunction with the appended claims and
drawings, all of which form a part of this specification . In the
drawings:

[0049 ] FIG . 1 is a graphical representation illustrating the
fraction of spherical harmonics that are sectorial.
[0050 ] FIG . 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating cylindri

vertical beamformers of a cylinder -shaped audio recording

cal coordinates and finite height cylinder geometry accord

device , and generate , based on a decomposition in azimuth

of the plane waves arriving at the specified elevation angle,

[0051] FIG . 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
example cylindrical microphone array with line array micro

of the system for recording a three-dimensional sound field
is caused to : generate azimuthal mode decompositions; and
apply a mode equalizer to each of the azimuthal mode
decompositions.

more embodiments described herein .

cylindrical coefficients for the elevation angle .
[0043] In another embodiment, the at least one processor

0044] In yet another embodiment, the at least one pro

ing to one or more embodiments described herein .

phone elements regularly spaced apart according to one or

[0052 ] FIG . 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
phone elements non -uniformly spaced apart according to
one or more embodiments described herein .
[0053] FIG . 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example

example cylindricalmicrophone array with line array micro

cessor of the system for recording a three -dimensional sound

microphone processing system according to one or more

beamformed outputs associated with the specified elevation ;

embodiments described herein .

mode decompositions .
[0045 ] In one or more other embodiments, the methods,

form of spatial processing according to one or more embodi
ments described herein .

include one or more of the following additional features :

method for recording a 3D sound field using a vertically
oriented cylindrical array according to one or more embodi

field is caused to : assign weights to a set of vertically

and combine the weighted outputs to produce the azimuthal

systems, and apparatuses described herein may optionally

each set of vertical beamformer responses is processed in
azimuth to produce cylindrical coefficients of the sound field

at the specified elevation ; each microphone element is a

[0054] FIG . 6 is a block diagram illustrating an example

[0055 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example

ments described herein .

[0056 ] FIG . 8 is a block diagram illustrating an example

micro -electro -mechanical system (MEMS) microphone; the
mode equalizer applied to each of the azimuthal mode
decompositions is specific to the azimuthal order and speci
fied elevation ; the plurality of vertical beamformers are
configured to represent elevational information in the sound
field for a specified reproduction loudspeaker array ; and/or

computing device arranged for recording a 3D sound field
using a vertically -oriented cylindrical array with multiple

represent elevational information in the sound field for a

[0058 ] In the drawings, the same reference numerals and
similar structure or functionality for ease of understanding

the plurality of vertical beamformers are configured to

prescribed maximum subjective resolution of sound in
elevation .

circular arrays arranged at different heights according to one
or more embodiments described herein .

[0057] The headings provided herein are for convenience

only and do not necessarily affect the scope or meaning of
what is claimed in the present disclosure .

any acronyms identify elements or acts with the same or

US 2017/0295429 A1
and convenience. The drawings will be described in detail in
the course of the following Detailed Description .
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Bm (kz, w )Im (kr R )eikzdk

(12)

[ 0059 ] Various examples and embodiments of the meth
now be described . The following description provides spe
cific details for a thorough understanding and enabling
description of these examples . One skilled in the relevant art

where Jm (.) is the cylindrical Bessel function , Bm (k _ w ) is the
mth sound field expansion function , k , is the z -componentof
the vector wave number, and kr =Vk2 - k _ 2. The cylindrical

will understand, however, that one or more embodiments
described herein may be practiced without many of these
details . Likewise , one skilled in the relevant art will also

coefficients are then a continuous function of k .

ods , systems, and apparatuses of the present disclosure will

understand that one or more embodiments of the present

disclosure can include other features not described in detail
herein . Additionally , some well -known structures or func

tions may not be shown or described in detail below , so as
[0060 ] As described above , existing approaches for spatial

to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the relevant description.

description has a trigonometric expansion in azimuthal
angle , but a continuous distribution in k ... The plane wave
10064 ] For a finite wave number k and radius R , equation

(12 ) may be truncated to a maximum order M - [KR ] in a

manner similar to that used in the spherical case .
10065 ] For an incident field consisting of plane waves
arriving from an angle 0 ; from the z -axis, k = k cos , and

krak sin 0 ;. The integral in equation (12 ) can be transformed
by the substitution k = k cos 0; into

audio recording are either limited in their capabilities (e .g .,
unable to perform beamforming in elevation ) or are imprac

tical for many applications. Whereas some of the existing
approaches described above are considered perception
based methods, in which only those spatial cues that are
perceptually relevant are recorded , the present disclosure
relates to the physical-based higher- order Ambisonics
method of recording and reproducing spatial sound .
[0061] In view of the various limitations of existing
approaches for spatial audio recording , embodiments of the
present disclosure relate to methods, systems, and appara
tuses for recording 3D sound fields using a vertically

oriented cylindrical array with multiple circular arrays at

different heights. The techniques and designs described
herein are well- suited to providing a high resolution in

azimuth and a reduced resolution in elevation , and offer

improved performance over existing 3D sound reproduction

img

p( R , 0, 2 , W ) = )

M

" Bm (0 ,wIm (KR sin ( )eikzcose sinode

21 Jo

m =

( 13 )

[0066 ] For an incident field consisting of plane waves
arriving solely from an angle 0; from the Z-axis the sound
pressure (equation (13 )) simplifies to
P ( R , 2 , 0 , w ) = e -ikz cos e;

cimd ; Bm (0 ;, w )Im (KR sin €;)

( 14 )

m =

If the incidence angle is 0,= N /2 , then the plane wave

distribution is z - independent and

systems, which typically only have loudspeakers at two or

three heights . The present disclosure provides an alternative

format to the mixed - order spherical decomposition , and

allows for less complex and less costly manufacture as

p(R,¢,w) = Ï eimosp" Bm (w).Jm (kr)

compared with spherical arrays.

[0062] For example , one or more embodiments involves

the use of low - cost silicon microphones that provide digital

outputs and which can be easily interfaced to a digital
processor, and subsequently to a digital storage device ,
without requiring a large number of analogue to digital
convertors . One advantage of the methods , systems, and
apparatuses described herein is that they provide a larger
vertical aperture than horizontal aperture, as opposed to a
spherical array, which has the same aperture for all dimen

sions . This is particularly relevant to loudspeaker reproduc

tion arrays consisting of multiple rings (e.g ., three ) where
requires a high resolution decomposition of the sound field
in elevation , but with a small number of desired directions
( e. g., three ).
the vertical spacing between rings is relatively small,

(15)

m = -M

which is the solution to the wave equation for a 2D sound
field in a source - free region , with coefficients i' Bm (w ).

[0067] The cylindrical decomposition of the sound field
can be expressed in terms of amplitude modes in a similar
manner to the spherical decomposition . Combining the
negative and positive m terms in equation ( 13 ) gives

p{R,¢,2,6 )= 5 " Co(0,w)Jo(kr sin Øyeikzcost sinode+

( 16 )

200

15
-

| iM [Cm (0 , w ) cos mø + Dm (0 , w ) sin mo ]

me Jo
MVO

Im (KR sine) eikzcosé sin de

10063) FIG . 2 illustrates cylindrical coordinates and finite

height cylinder geometry 200 . In accordance with at least
one embodiment of the present disclosure, the solution to the
wave equation in cylindrical coordinates ( R ,D ,z ) (e .g., as

where Co(0 ,0 )= B (0 ,w ) and

( e. g., the “ interior solution” ) has the plane -wave form ( the
cylindrical equivalent of equation (6 ), obtained from an
equivalent cylindrical Herglotz distribution ):

(18 )
Dm (0,0 )= (Bm (0,0 )- B _m (0,0 ))
[0068 ] For planewaves at elevation 0 ; the amplitude mode
expansion simplifies to following equation ( 14 ))

shown in FIG . 2 ) within a region of space devoid of sources

Cm (0,0 )= B „ (0,0 )+ B _m (0,0 )

(17 )
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p (R , 0 , 0 ;, w ) = Co (@ i, w )Jo (KR sin 0; leikzcost ; +

(19 )

iM [Cm (@;, w )cosmo + Dm (@ i, w )sinmº]Um (kR sin 0;heikzcosa ;
W

=

pc (a , 0 , z, w ) =

bo (@ , w )Co(k cos 0 ,wheikzcosé do +

27 Jo

(20 )

ZŽ * bm{0,6Cm0,w .cosmø +Dm(0,w) sin mo] " gikzcoséde
m =

[0069 ] Equation (19 ) provides an alternative approach to
the recording of 3D sound fields using spherical harmonics
in which the resolution of the sound field in elevation may
be chosen independently of the azimuthal resolution . The
field components can be determined for a set of Q angles ,
each of which has an expansion of the form of equation (19 ).
[0070 ] In accordance with one or more embodiments
described herein , the elevational decomposition may be
carried out using a cylindricalmicrophone array consisting
of a set of vertical line arrays placed around a cylinder ( e . g .,

vertical line arrays 330 distributed around the circumference

where
- 2i

(21)

bm (0,w ) = maH ,(kasind)

is the cylinder mode response .
[0075 ] The coefficients Cm (0 , w ) and Dm (0 ,0 ) can , in prin
ciple, be determined by multiplying the pressure (equation

(20 )) by exp ( - ikz cos 0 ;) and integrating over z

of cylindrical baffle 320 as shown in FIG . 3 , which will be
described in greater detail below ) . In practice, the cylinder

pc(a, 0 , 0;, w ) = J |- pcla , , z, whe -ikzcostidz.

may have a finite height and one or both ends of the cylinder

(22 )

= bo (@ i, w )Co(0 , 0 ) +

may be rounded to control the diffraction effects at the edges .
[0071] For example , in accordance with at least one
embodiment, the rounded ends (or end ) of the cylinder may
be hemispherical so that there is a smooth transition from the

bm ( Oi, w ).im [Cm (@i, w )cosmo +
m =1

Dm (0;, w )sinmo ]

sides of the cylinder to the rounded ends , to minimize

diffraction from the junction of the two . However, for a more
compact implementation , one or both of the rounded ends

This selects only those components of the sound field

may be flatter. It should be noted that, in most implemen

consisting of plane waves with angle of elevation 0 ;.

tations, both ends of the cylinder should have rounded ends
since high -order diffraction from either top or bottom can
affect the mode responses of the array .
10072] In order to record sound fields for listening by a
single listener, the cylinder diameter should be , in accor

dance with at least one embodiment, of a size similar to , or
greater than , the human head . If the diameter of the cylinder

[0076 ] It should be understood that, in practice , equation

(22 ) may not be implemented since a finite number of

samples of the pressure are available in z , obtained from a

finite number of microphones . This limitation can be
which may include delta functions to describe discrete
arrays in z . The resulting integral over z is

accounted for by including a general aperture weighting f( z ),

is equal to the mean human head diameter, then pairs of
provide an approximation to binaural recordings, which
provides an alternative use of the microphone. The cylinder
height should be sufficiently large so that the microphone

microphone signals from opposite sides of the array can

?cla , 0 , 0;, w ) = J| - o Pcía, 0 , 2, w ) f (x )dz,
=

arrays are not significantly affected by diffraction from

I bm (0, w )?" [Cm (0 , w .cosmo +

mel 1 - O

diameter of 180 mm and a height ( including rounded ends )

values that assume an infinite height cylinder, and in this
case must be determined numerically using acoustic simu
lation software which implements techniques such as , but

not limited to , equivalent source methods, finite difference
time domain methods, or boundary element methods.
[0073] The following describes recording sound fields in
the format of equation ( 19 ) in accordance with one ormore
embodiments of the present disclosure . It should be noted

that the following description is based on an initial assump

tion that the cylindrical microphone array has infinite height.
[0074 ] The sound pressure on a rigid cylinder of radius a

and infinite height has the amplitude mode form

Il bo (0 , w ) Co (0 , w )F (0, w )sinode +
SI
5
:
IM

either of the ends. For example , the cylinder may have a

of 394 mm . As a second example , the cylinder diameter may
be 175 mm and the cylinder height may be 450 mm . In
practice , where a very compactmicrophone is required , the
mode responses of the array will differ from the theoretical

(23)

Dm (0, w ) sinmo] F (0, w ) sinddo

where
F (0 , w ) =

f (z )e- ikzcose dz.

(24)

V

is the vertical response produced by the integral over z at the
radian frequency w . This expansion describes the output of
a cylindrical microphone array which implements vertical
beamforming (where beamforming refers to the design of a
spatio - temporal filter that operates on the outputs of a
microphone array ). As understood by those skilled in the art,
a beamformer is a signal processor used together with a

microphone array to provide spatial filtering capabilities
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such as, for example , extracting a signal from a specific
direction and reducing undesired interfering signals from

other directions. The microphone array produces spatial

samples of a propagating wave , which are then manipulated
by the signal processor to produce the beamformer output
signal. In at least one example , beamforming is accom

plished by filtering the microphone signals and combining
the outputs to extract ( e . g ., using constructive combining )

the desired signal and reject (e . g ., using destructive com

bining ) interfering signals according to their spatial location .

Depending on the particular arrangement, a beamformer can

separate sources with overlapping frequency content that

originate at different spatial locations . Typically, the beam
forming filtering is accomplished by applying a delay to

each microphone signal so that the microphone outputs are

in phase for the desired location and correspondingly out of

phase for other spatial locations. Amplitude weightings may
also be applied to limit the effects of the finite array size and
reduce side - lobes in the polar response of the beamformer.

Returning to the output of the cylindrical microphone array
that implements vertical beamforming , the output approxi
mates the expansion in equation (22) if the beamformer is
designed to respond primarily to 0 = 0 ;. The corresponding
approximate sound field coefficients at the specified eleva
tion can be found using the identities

where à is a regularization parameter that prevents excessive

gain at frequencies where bml0qw ) is small .

[0079 ] It should be noted that mode response bm (0 ,0 )

may not precisely equal equation (21), since the cylinder is
not infinite in height . The effect of a finite cylindrical baffle

is to produce additional variations in the mode response . The
mode response variations are reduced by using rounded ends
on the baffle . The effects of the finite length are further
reduced by the verticalbeamforming, which tends to attenu

ate sound arriving from the ends of the baffle .
[0080 ] In accordance with at least one embodiment, the

decomposition of each elevational sound field in azimuth is
carried out using Lo microphones in azimuth . The cylindri

cal microphone array thus consists of Ly line arrays equally
elements. There are thus a total of LmLL, microphones.
[0081] The spatial Nyquist frequency in azimuth is
obtained from the inter -microphone spacing 2ma /L

spaced around the cylinder, with each line array having L ,

fNyq,az Ata

(32)

[0082 ] FIG . 3 illustrates a cylindrical microphone array
1 21
( 2,n = m = 0
= Jo cos(no )cos(mo )do = { s . m ), n =
1

21

=

(25)

includes a cylindrical baffle 320 with rounded ends (e . g ., one
or both ends may be rounded ), with microphones positioned

0

0, n = m = 0

at Lo angles around the circumference , preferably at regu

sin(no )sin (modo = sin2 - m ), n = 0

1 2

El cos(no )sin (moldo = 0

300 in accordance with one or more embodiments of the

present disclosure . The cylindrical microphone array 300
larly - spaced angles of the general form 0 , = 20v /L . , V = 0 , 1 ,

(27)

11 Jo

. . . L - 1 . The cylindrical baffle 320 may be solid , hollow ,
or of some other form , as long as it presents infinite acoustic

impedance to impinging waves. At each angle , Qu, a vertical

as

?o(0;leiwt = bo= (0i, w ) Jo
2 ,- m

?m ( ;heiwt = bole :

2; -m

27

Pc(a , 0 , 0 ;, w , 1)do

(28)

line array 330 consisting of L ,microphones is positioned . In
accordance with at least one embodiment, the line array 330

(29 )

wavelength ) frequency for beamforming in elevation is then

microphone elements may be regularly spaced in height with

inter -microphone spacing z . The spatial aliasing (e . g ., half

27

Pc (0 , 0 , 0 ;, W , t)cos(mo )do , m E TO , MI

2

?m(0;)eiust = bm (Oi,w ) J. ?cla
Pcla,, 0 , 0;, w , t)sin(mo )do , m = [1, M ]

(30)

[0077 ] A set of desired elevation angles 0, = 0g, q = 1 , . . . ,
can then be chosen ( including the horizontal plane ,

0 , = / 2 ) to allow a 3D sound field to be represented as a

horizontal field plus a finite number of elevational fields .
The 3D field produces a sparse plane wave approximation to
the full 3D field in elevation . In at least one embodiment, the
number Q may be chosen to suit a reproduction array, which
consists of loudspeakers at a finite number of elevational

angles . In accordance with at least one other embodiment,

the number Q may be chosen to best represent human acuity
in elevation .
[0078 ] In practice , the mode response function bm (0 , 0 ) is
small at low frequencies and for large m , and so the
equalization may be implemented using a regularized
inverse

fNyq,et = 32C

(33)

[0083 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a cylindrical microphone array

400 , including a cylindrical baffle 420 and vertical line
arrays 430 , in accordance with at least one other embodi
ment of the present disclosure . While cylindrical micro

phone array 400 is similar in form and function as cylindri
cal microphone array 300 (described above and shown in
FIG . 3 ), in cylindrical microphone array 400 the vertical line
arrays 430 are nonlinearly or non - uniformly spaced such

that the distance between adjacentmicrophones ( e.g ., inter

microphone spacing z ) increases towards one or both ends of
the array , allowing a greater aperture to be achieved at low

frequencies, which provides the maximum capability for

frequency - invariant beamforming

[0084 ] It should also be noted that, in accordance with at
on the cylindrical baffle (e. g ., cylindrical baffle 320 or 420
as shown in FIGS . 3 and 4 , respectively ) may not be aligned
least one embodiment, the microphone elements positioned

bm (@g, w )*

Ema,co) = a + b, ,,ai?

(31)

in the vertical dimension (e . g ., not aligned in a vertical
array) . For example , one microphone element of an array

may be misaligned (or off -center) in one direction , while the
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same or similar extent in the opposing direction . It should be

Amplitude shading may then be applied to the multi-bit
signals to further control the verticalbeamforming response .

other ways in addition to or instead of the example arrange

[0091] FIG . 6 illustrates an example form of spatial pro
cessing that may be performed by a digital processor (e.g .,
digital processor 520 as shown in FIG . 5 ) in accordance with

next microphone element of the array is misaligned to the
understood that the microphone elements may also be
arranged or positioned on the cylindrical baffle in various
ments described above.

10085 ). In at least one embodiment, the microphone has

Lo = 32 line arrays , and at each angle in azimuth there are
L = 5 microphones in elevation , at distances of, for example ,
+ 20 and +60 mm from the central microphone position .

[0086 ] Each microphone may be , for example , a MEMS

microphone that has frequency response characteristics

which are well -matched (e . g ., typically within + 1 dB of each
other ). In accordance with at least one embodiment, each

MEMS microphone may have a digital output that converts
the analog output of the MEMS mechanism into a digital
representation of the sound pressure . In accordance with at
least one embodiment, two microphone data signals may

optionally be multiplexed onto a single data line, so that the

total number of data lines is LOL /2 . The data lines are

connected to a central processor unit which processes the
data . In the case of a sigmadelta or pulse density modulation

bit stream , the processor may down -sample and convert the
bitstreams to a pulse code modulation (PCM ) data format.
10087 ) In at least one embodiment, the PCM data may be
directly transmitted via a serial interface , such as , for

one or more embodiments described herein . Each set of line
array signals ( e . g ., Line Array 1 through Line Array Lo ) is

fed into a set of Q vertical beamformers 620 , each designed
to preferentially detect direction of arrival 0g. The Q beam
formers 620 may use delayed bitstreams to provide delays,
or these delays may be implemented directly on the con
verted multi-bit signals.

[0092 ] The Q beamformer outputs are further processed to

produce azimuthal mode decompositions, typically by
weighting the vertically beamformed outputs for a set of Lo
outputs associated with elevation q , at line array angles Oj,
by weights of the form cos (mo,) and sin (mo ,) and adding to

produce a single mode response signal for the mth mode.
Each mode response signal is then equalized by a mode
equalizer specific to the azimuthal order m and to the

elevation q , for example as given in equation (31). In

accordance with at least one embodiment, the mode equal

izer may be implemented as a finite impulse response (FIR )

digital filter that produces a frequency response close to the

may apply Q vertical beamformers to each line array ,

response in equation (31). This FIR filter can be designed by
example , representing equation (31 ) numerically at discrete
frequencies and then using an inverse Fourier transform to
produce a discrete FIR impulse response, or using a least

sound arriving at the microphone from elevation angle Og.

[0093 ] FIG . 7 is an example process 700 for recording a

example , an Ethernet connection , to a computing device that

receives and stores the microphone signals . The computer
producing Q outputs for each line array which represent the

The

outputs are then further decomposed into 2M + 1

azimuthal modes . Each mode has a mode equalizer (EQ )

applied to produce the desired mixed - order Ambisonics
representation .
[0088] In accordance with one or more other embodi

ments , the digital processor within the microphone array
applies Q vertical beamformers to each line array producing
R outputs for each line array, each of which represent the
sound arriving at the microphone from elevation angle 0 , .
The Q outputs are then further decomposed into 2M + 1
azimuthal modes . Each mode has a mode equalizer applied
to produce the desired mixed -order Ambisonics representa
tion . The Q ( 2M + 1) signals may then be transmitted via a
serial interface , such as, for example , an Ethernet connec
tion , to a computing device that receives and stores the

elevational Ambisonics signals.
[0089] FIG . 5 illustrates an example of such a microphone
processing system 500 as that described above , and FIG . 6
shows details of the elevational and azimuthal processing
that may be performed by a digital processor arranged in
such a system .

[0090 ] The Lol , microphones (which may be, for
example , MEMS microphones ) preferably produce serial

digital outputs (530 ) which are connected to a digital pro

cessor 520 . The processor 520 processes the microphone

signals (which may optionally include multiplexing the

signals (e .g ., using optional multiplexer 560)) into a single
data line (540 ) (which may itself consist of two or more
serial data lines ) that is fed to a digital data recording device
550 (e. g., a computer ). The processor 520 may optionally
apply delays directly to the serial sigma delta or pulse

density bitstreams to implement vertical beamforming, and
then carries out serial data conversion to a multi-bit format.

methods known to those skilled in the art, such as , for

squares design method .

3D sound field using a vertically -oriented cylindrical array .

[0094 ] At block 705 , plane waves arriving at a specified

elevation angle may be received ( e .g ., selected ) at a plurality
( e . g ., set ) of vertical beamformers (e . g ., vertical beamform

ers 620 as shown in FIG . 6 ). In accordance with at least one

embodiment, the vertical beamformers may be part of a
cylinder-shaped audio recording device ( e.g ., cylindrical
microphone array 300 or 400 as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 ,
respectively , and described in detail above).
[0095 ] At block 710 , cylindrical coefficients may be gen
erated for the specified elevation angle using (e .g .,based on )
a decomposition in azimuth of the plane waves arriving at
the specified elevation angle. In accordance with at least one

embodiment described herein , block 710 may also include

applying a mode equalizer to each of the azimuthal mode

decompositions. The mode equalizer applied to each of the
azimuthal mode decompositions may, for example , be spe

cific to the azimuthal order and specified elevation . In
addition , the azimuthal mode decompositions may be gen
erated by assigning weights to a set of vertically beam
formed outputs associated with the specified elevation , and
combining ( e.g ., adding) the weighted outputs to produce
the azimuthal mode decompositions .

[0096 ] In accordance with at least one embodiment, the
example process 700 may optionally include , at block 715 ,
storing or transmitting the coefficients ( e . g ., generated at
block 710 ) in / to a storage device.
[0097] It should be noted that, in at least one embodiment,
the plurality of vertical beamformers (e .g ., that are part of a
cylinder -shaped audio recording device , such as, for

example , vertical beamformers 620 as shown in FIG . 6 ) may
be configured to represent elevational information in the
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sound field for either a specified reproduction loudspeaker
array, or for a prescribed maximum subjective resolution of
sound in elevation .

[0098 ] FIG . 8 is a high -level block diagram of an exem
plary computing device (800 ) that is arranged for recording
a 3D sound field using a vertically - oriented cylindrical array
(e.g., cylindrical array 300 or 400 as shown in FIGS. 3 and
4 , respectively ) with multiple circular arrays at different
heights in accordance with one or more embodiments
described herein . For example, in accordance with at least
one embodiment, computing device (800 ) may be (or may
be a part of or include ) digital processor 520 and /or digital
recording device 550 as shown in FIG . 5 and described in
detail above .
[0099] In a very basic configuration (801), the computing
device (800) typically includes one or more processors (810 )
and system memory (820 ). A memory bus ( 830 ) can be used
for communicating between the processor (810) and the
system memory (820 ). Depending on the desired configu
ration, the processor (810 ) can be of any type including but
not limited to a microprocessor ( uP ), a microcontroller (UC ) ,
a digital signal processor (DSP ), or the like , or any combi
nation thereof. The processor (810 ) can include one more
levels of caching, such as a level one cache (811) and a level

two cache (812), a processor core (813 ), and registers (814 ).
The processor core (813 ) can include an arithmetic logic unit
(ALU ), a floating point unit (FPU ) , a digital signal process
ing core (DSP Core ), or the like, or any combination thereof.
A memory controller (815 ) can also be used with the

processor (810 ) , or in some implementations the memory

controller (815 ) can be an internal part of the processor
(810 ).

[ 0100 ] Depending on the desired configuration , the system
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memory technology , CD -ROM , digital versatile disks
(DVD ) or other optical storage , magnetic cassettes, mag
netic tape , magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage

devices, or any other medium which can be used to store the

desired information and which can be accessed by comput
ing device 800 . Any such computer storage media can be
part of the device (800 ).
101041. The computing device ( 800 ) may be implemented
as a portion of a small-form factor portable (or mobile )
electronic device such as a cell phone, a smartphone , a
personal data assistant (PDA ), a personal media player

device , a tablet computer (tablet), a wireless web -watch

device , a personal headset device , an application -specific
device , or a hybrid device that include any of the above

functions. In addition , the computing device (800 ) may also
be implemented as a personal computer including both
laptop computer and non -laptop computer configurations ,

one or more servers , Internet -of- Things systems, and the
like .

0105 ] The foregoing detailed description has set forth
various embodiments of the devices and /or processes via the

use of block diagrams, flowcharts, and /or examples . Insofar

as such block diagrams, flowcharts , and /or examples contain
one or more functions and/or operations, it will be under
stood by those within the art that each function and / or
operation within such block diagrams, flowcharts , or

examples can be implemented , individually and / or collec

tively , by a wide range of hardware , software , firmware, or

virtually any combination thereof. In accordance with at

least one embodiment, several portions of the subject matter

described herein may be implemented via Application Spe
cific Integrated Circuits (ASICs ), Field Programmable Gate

Arrays (FPGAs), digital signal processors (DSPs), or other
integrated formats . However, those skilled in the art will

memory ( 820 ) can be of any type including but not limited
to volatile memory (such as RAM ), non - volatile memory
( such as ROM , flash memory , etc .) or any combination
thereof. System memory (820 ) typically includes an oper
ating system (821), one or more applications ( 822), and

recognize that some aspects of the embodiments disclosed
herein , in whole or in part, can be equivalently implemented
in integrated circuits , as one or more computer programs

system for recording a 3D sound field (823 ). In accordance

virtually any combination thereof, and that designing the

with at least one embodiment of the present disclosure , the

circuitry and/ or writing the code for the software and or
firmware would be well within the skill of one of skill in the
art in light of this disclosure.
[0106] In addition , those skilled in the art will appreciate

program data (824 ). The application (822 ) may include a

system for recording a 3D sound field (823 ) is designed to
record and process one or more audio signals using a
vertically -oriented cylindrical array with multiple circular
arrays arranged at different heights, which provides a high
resolution in azimuth and a reduced resolution in elevation .

[0101] Program Data ( 824 ) may include stored instruc

tions that, when executed by the one or more processing
devices, implement a system (823) and method for recording
a 3D sound field . Additionally , in accordance with at least

one embodiment, program data (824 ) may include audio

running on one or more computers , as one or more programs

running on one or more processors, as firmware , or as

that the mechanisms of the subject matter described herein
are capable of being distributed as a program product in a
variety of forms, and that an illustrative embodiment of the

subject matter described herein applies regardless of the
particular type of non - transitory signalbearingmedium used

to actually carry out the distribution . Examples of a non

transitory signalbearing medium include, but are not limited
to , the following: a recordable type medium such as a floppy
disk , a hard disk drive, a Compact Disc (CD ), a Digital
Video Disk (DVD ), a digital tape , a computer memory , etc .;

signal data (825), which may relate to , for example, sound
the vertically -oriented cylindrical array. In accordance with
at least some embodiments, the application (822 ) can be
arranged to operate with program data (824 ) on an operating

analog communication medium ( e . g ., a fiber optic cable , a

[0102] The computing device ( 800 ) can have additional

munication link , etc .).

generated from a source located within some proximity of

system (821 ) .

features or functionality , and additional interfaces to facili
tate communications between the basic configuration (801 )
and any required devices and interfaces.

and a transmission type medium such as a digital and/ or an

waveguide, a wired communications link , a wireless com
101071 With respect to the use of substantially any plural

and /or singular termsherein , those having skill in the art can

[0103 ] System memory (820 ) is an example of computer

translate from the plural to the singular and /or from the
singular to the plural as is appropriate to the context and / or

limited to , RAM , ROM , EEPROM , flash memory or other

be expressly set forth herein for sake of clarity.

storage media . Computer storage media includes , but is not

application . The various singular/plural permutations may
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[0108 ] Thus, particular embodiments of the subject matter

have been described . Other embodiments are within the
scope of the following claims. In some cases, the actions

recited in the claims can be performed in a different order

and still achieve desirable results . In addition , the processes

depicted in the accompanying figures do not necessarily

require the particular order shown , or sequential order, to
achieve desirable results . In certain implementations, mul

titasking and parallel processing may be advantageous.
1. An apparatus for recording a three -dimensional sound
field , the apparatus comprising:
a cylindrical baffle ; and
a plurality of line arrays distributed around a circumfer
ence of the cylindrical baffle, each line array including
microphone elements spaced apart from one another in

a longitudinal direction of the cylindrical baffle ,

wherein
each of the line arrays produces a set of vertical beam

former responses, the set of responses having a maxi
mum response at a specified direction of arrival and
specified elevation .
2 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein each set of vertical

beamformer responses is processed in azimuth to produce
cylindrical coefficients of the sound field at the specified
elevation .
3. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the cylindrical baffle

has at least one rounded end to control diffraction effects .
4 . The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising :
one or more vertical beamformers to reduce diffraction

effects at one or both ends of the cylindrical baffle .
5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the plurality of line

arrays are positioned at regularly -spaced angles around the
circumference of the cylindrical baffle .

6 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the microphone

elements of each line array are equally spaced apart from
one another in the longitudinal direction of the cylindrical
baffle .

7 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the microphone
elements of each line array are nonlinearly spaced apart

from one another in the longitudinal direction of the cylin

drical baffle such that a distance between adjacent micro
phone elements increases towards one or both ends of the
array.
8 . The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein each microphone

element is a micro - electro -mechanical system (MEMS)

microphone .

9 . A method for recording a three -dimensional sound
field , the method comprising:
receiving, at a plurality of vertical beamformers of a
cylinder-shaped audio recording device , plane waves
arriving at a specified elevation angle ;
generating, based on a decomposition in azimuth of the

plane waves arriving at the specified elevation angle ,

cylindrical coefficients for the elevation angle ; and
storing the cylindrical coefficients for the elevation angle
on a storage device .
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10. The method of claim 9, further comprising:

generating azimuthal mode decompositions; and
applying a mode equalizer to each of the azimuthalmode

decompositions .
11 . The method of claim 10 , wherein the mode equalizer

applied to each of the azimuthal mode decompositions is

specific to the azimuthal order and specified elevation .
12 . The method of claim 10 , wherein generating the
azimuthal mode decompositions includes:
assigning weights to a set of vertically beamformed

outputs associated with the specified elevation ; and
mode decompositions.
13 . The method of claim 9 , wherein the plurality of

combining the weighted outputs to produce the azimuthal
vertical beamformers are configured to represent elevational
information in the sound field for a specified reproduction
loudspeaker array .

14 . The method of claim 9 , wherein the plurality of

vertical beamformers are configured to represent elevational
information in the sound field for a maximum resolution of
sound in elevation .
15 . A system for recording a three -dimensional sound
field , the system comprising:
system memory ;
at least one processor coupled to the system memory ; and

a non -transitory computer-readable medium associated
with the at least one processor, the non -transitory
medium having instructions stored thereon that, when

executed by the at least one processor, causes the at
least one processor to :

select plane waves arriving at a specified elevation
angle at a plurality of vertical beamformers of a
cylinder -shaped audio recording device ,

generate , based on a decomposition in azimuth of the
plane waves arriving at the specified elevation angle ,

cylindrical coefficients for the elevation angle , and
on a storage device .
16 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the at least one
processor is caused to :
generate azimuthal mode decompositions; and
apply a mode equalizer to each of the azimuthal mode
decompositions .
store the cylindrical coefficients for the elevation angle

17 . The system of claim 16 , wherein the mode equalizer

applied to each of the azimuthal mode decompositions is
specific to the azimuthal order and specified elevation .
18 . The system of claim 16 , wherein the at least one

processor is caused to :
assign weights to a set of vertically beamformed outputs

associated with the specified elevation ; and

combine the weighted outputs to produce the azimuthal
mode decompositions.
19 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the plurality of

vertical beamformers represent elevational information in
the sound field for a specified reproduction loudspeaker

array.
20 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the plurality of
vertical beamformers represent elevational information in

the sound field for a maximum resolution of sound in
elevation .
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